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Introduction

So far as direct influence on current affairs is concerned, the influ-
ence of the political philosopher may be negligible. But when his 
ideas have become common property, through the work of historians 
and publicists, teachers and writers, and intellectuals generally, they 
effectively guide developments.

— Friedrich Hayek1

The fire department was run by idealists. That is why it ignored the 
homeowner’s pleas and watched his house burn down.

He had neglected to pay his bill. What happened then tells us a lot 
about libertarianism, the increasingly influential philosophy of mini-
mal government. Many libertarians took it to show the stern serious-
ness of their ideal. Their enemies on the left thought it revealed how 
repugnant it is to leave such important matters to the market. Both 
sides thought that it revealed the essence of the libertarian tradition. 
Both were wrong.

Obion County, Tennessee, uses the fire protection services of the 
nearby City of South Fulton. But the county doesn’t contract with the 
city on behalf of all its residents. It leaves them each to pay a seventy- 
five- dollar fee to the city. Fire protection in the county is essentially 
privatized: it is up to individual homeowners to contract with the city 
fire department.

Gene Cranick, who lives in Obion County, had paid the fee for years. 
In 2010 he forgot. His grandson burned some trash in his backyard, 
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and the fire got out of control and began to spread. Cranick called 911, 
but the operator told him the fire department would not come. His wife 
told the operator that she would pay “whatever the cost,” but that was 
not an option. The department arrived several hours later, when the fire 
threatened the house of a neighbor who had paid. It sprayed the neigh-
bor’s land up to, but not across, Cranick’s property line. Three dogs and 
a cat died. Cranick’s son punched the fire chief and was arrested.

Glenn Beck, the conservative radio and television host, explained 
why the department had done the right thing. In America, “we are go-
ing to start to have to have these kinds of things.” It would have been 
wrong to put out the fire. “If you don’t pay your seventy- five dollars, 
then that hurts the fire department. They can’t use those resources and 
you would be sponging off of your neighbor’s seventy- five dollars.” 
Soon there would be no fire protection: “As soon as they put out the 
fire of somebody who didn’t pay the seventy- five bucks, no one will pay 
the seventy- five bucks.”2 Jonah Goldberg, writing in National Review 
Online, said that letting the home burn was “sad,” but he thought that 
it would “probably save more houses over the long haul,” since people 
will now have a strong incentive to pay their fees. Other conservative 
writers soon converged on the same view.3

The fire chief was not, so far as is known, an ideologue or a philos-
opher. But the decision to let the house burn reflected two key tenets 
of libertarianism: that people are appropriately understood to be on 
their own in the world, responsible for their own fate, and that need 
does not make a claim on others’ resources.4 Beck thought that the fire 
illustrated the importance of those principles, and that those princi-
ples had implications for the then-pressing debate about Obamacare: 
its protection of people with preexisting medical conditions created the 
same perverse incentives that saving Cranick’s house would. The same 
principle demanding that houses be allowed to burn also entailed that 
millions of people should be allowed to go without health care.

The broader philosophy that Beck embraces would radically trans-
form our society. In modern America, government protects people 
from not only fire and disease but also dangerous workplace conditions 
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and toxins in the environment. It provides education, maintains roads 
and bridges, funds medical research and disaster relief. It protects 
against destitution through Social Security, unemployment insurance, 
and food stamps. Obamacare built upon Medicare and Medicaid.

The most influential forms of libertarianism aim to radically cur-
tail all of these in order to lower taxes, particularly taxes on the most 
prosperous Americans. “I don’t want to abolish government,” Grover 
Norquist, the president of Americans for Tax Reform, told National 
Public Radio in a 2001 interview. “I simply want to reduce it to the size 
where I could drag it into the bathroom and drown it in the bathtub.”5 
The organization’s pledge to oppose all tax increases was signed in 2012 
by 95 percent of Republican members of Congress and all but one of 
the Republican presidential candidates.6 Were its ideal realized, there 
would be a lot of Gene Cranicks: people who discover that they can 
no longer rely on the government to protect them. The party did not 
always endorse that ideal. This development is the result of an intellec-
tual movement.

Within Obion County, there is disagreement about how the tax 
burden should be apportioned: farmers don’t want their taxes raised 
to protect homes from fire.7 It is a problem that obviously could be 
addressed by imposing an annual seventy- five- dollar tax on residences 
but not farms. Everyone I spoke with in Obion County agreed, how-
ever, that raising taxes is politically impossible. Two years after Cra-
nick’s fire, South Fulton enacted a new law allowing the fire department 
to respond to all calls within a five- mile radius of the city. But home-
owners who had not paid the fee would be charged $3,500 per call.8 
There is a persistent squeamishness about the tough discipline that was 
administered to Cranick.

The individual firefighters were troubled. “Most everybody has 
been compassionate and neighborly,” Cranick told a reporter. “I un-
derstood some of the firefighters went home and were sick. Some of 
them even cried over it.” His wife, Paulette, said, “You can’t blame them 
if they have to do what the boss says to do. I’ve had firemen call and 
apologize.”9
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But perhaps those firefighters just didn’t understand that doing 
what’s right can be hard. Beck and Goldberg argued that letting the 
house burn would make America into a better, more self- reliant so-
ciety.

Beck described Cranick as though he were deliberately “sponging.” 
Kevin Williamson, in National Review Online, wrote: “The world is full 
of jerks, freeloaders, and ingrates— and the problems they create for 
themselves are their own.”10 Cranick, who was sixty- seven years old, 
had paid for fire protection for years, however. “I’m no freeloader, I’ve 
worked all my life for everything I’ve got.”11 He remembered paying 
up every other year except one. “But humans forget. It seems like I do 
more than I used to. I just don’t think they done right.”12 The implica-
tions of Beck’s views are harsher than he realizes. Suppose there were 
children in the house. If the firefighters rescued them, wouldn’t that 
also create perverse incentives, encouraging other parents to sponge?

Leftists sneer at Glenn Beck. But he is a smart man who is good 
at his job. Journalism is an intensely competitive business, and he has 
been a remarkable success. His ideas matter. They have a huge constit-
uency. He knows how to mirror and shape the moral convictions of 
much of contemporary America.

Libertarianism takes multiple forms. The kind that let the house burn 
is a corrupted variety. Libertarians once defended free markets, and 
the inequalities that markets inevitably generate, without claiming that 
those inequalities are deserved or that people’s needs count for noth-
ing. Free markets were valuable precisely because they offered the most 
promising path toward satisfying the needs of the worst off. Its com-
mitments did not include letting houses burn.

This valid core of libertarianism has prevailed across the political 
spectrum, so completely that the label “libertarian” is no longer mean-
ingful as a way to describe it. What was valid in libertarianism has been 
assimilated into mainstream liberalism. Except for a politically impo-
tent fringe, the American left aims for a generous welfare state— more 
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generous than the present one— in the context of capitalism. Although 
Senator Bernie Sanders calls himself a socialist, he envisions “an economy 
in which you have wealth being created by the private sector, but you 
have a fair distribution of that wealth, and you make sure the most 
vulnerable people in this country are doing well.”13 The American right, 
too, has embraced the welfare state in some form. Few Republicans 
propose to abolish Medicare or Social Security.

Libertarianism is a mutated form of liberalism, the political phi-
losophy that holds the purpose of government to be guaranteeing to 
individuals the freedom to live as they like. The distinctive claim of 
libertarians is that the best way to guarantee this freedom is to impose 
severe limits on government, barring much of the regulation and redis-
tribution that today is routine. It is radical because it proposes to dis-
mantle political institutions that are in fact now delivering freedom to 
millions. It is an infantile fantasy of godlike self- sufficiency. People in 
fact cannot be free in isolation. There can be no freedom without insti-
tutions. Structures of responsible regulation, and nonmarket transfers 
of income and wealth, are necessary preconditions of liberty.

The story of the corruption of libertarianism is a sad tale with a 
hopeful ending. It has pitted decent Americans against one another, 
the left suspecting the right of blind rapaciousness, the right suspecting 
the left of malicious envy. The encouraging news is that they are less far 
apart than they think. Libertarianism is most persuasive when it shares 
the commitments of the political left. The disagreement is not about 
ends. It concerns strategy. Too many on the left fail to grasp that the 
original libertarian strategy has been massively vindicated. The capac-
ity of markets to alleviate poverty has been so overwhelmingly demon-
strated in recent decades that it is silly to keep denying it. Too many on 
the right fail to grasp that unregulated markets cannot deliver a livable 
world. Moderate libertarianism can bridge some of the bitterest divi-
sions of contemporary American politics.

When Glenn Beck defended the burning of Cranick’s home, he 
thought he was promoting the ideas of the most important libertar-
ian thinkers. One of his most prominent interventions in American 
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political discourse was his advocacy for the late economist Friedrich 
Hayek. Four months before the Cranick fire, Beck devoted a section 
of his show to Hayek’s 1944 book, The Road to Serfdom. The book de-
nounced socialism and argued that people should be made to rely on 
themselves rather than on the state, that central government planning 
was wasteful and tyrannical. Beck’s endorsement catapulted it to the 
top of Amazon’s bestseller list. In the following month, it sold a hun-
dred thousand copies.14

Beck is also an admirer of the novelist Ayn Rand, and made a cameo 
appearance in a 2014 film based on her didactic novel Atlas Shrugged. 
Rand, too, worries about mooching by unproductive parasites.

What Beck takes from both is a deep suspicion of government as 
the enemy of individual freedom. He aims to free us from those who 
would impose coercive taxation in order to provide guaranteed fire 
protection. (Or other guarantees. Obamacare similarly used tax dollars 
to protect people from nasty surprises.)

Contemporary libertarianism promises freedom from overbear-
ing government and unproductive leeches. It categorically condemns 
regulation and redistribution. It has become the kind of idealism that, 
carried to its logical conclusion, leads firefighters to watch houses burn. 
The quest for a free society mustn’t be compromised by sentimental 
weakness.

The American left hates Beck and everything he stands for. But 
many leftists agreed with him about this much: what happened to Gene 
Cranick reveals the true face of libertarianism.15 More: they think that 
libertarianism is the true face of capitalism. It shows where we are 
headed if we tolerate huge inequalities of wealth, abandon tariffs or 
rent control, or entertain claims that regulators of business are some-
times incompetent or corrupt. This is the future capitalists want: a piti-
less world in which only the strong prosper, a world casually cruel to 
the old, the weak, the sick, and the poor. Cranick’s story was pounced 
upon as a paradigmatic illustration of capitalism’s moral bankruptcy. 
Even the most basic needs, such as help when one’s home is on fire, 
count for nothing unless the claimant pays. The lesson, for some, is that 
the ideology of the free market must be rejected wholesale. The state 
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must aggressively redistribute and regulate to make sure that society’s 
resources are devoted to people and not profits.

Libertarian political philosophy thus looms large in the imagina-
tions of both right and left. But both focus on a corrupted variant.

I use the term corruption in two related senses. It sometimes 
means an accidental transformation in which the original message 
is garbled, as with corrupted computer code. It also means, more in-
vidiously, the abuse of authority for personal gain. Both meanings are 
relevant here. Malign interests have benefited by garbling the original 
meaning of libertarianism. The ideology of small government attracts 
two very different groups: principled ideologues like Beck, driven by 
philosophical commitment, and predators who want to hurt people 
without interference from the police. As libertarian rhetoric becomes 
more common, the second group increasingly likes to masquerade as 
the first.

Beck embraces both Hayek and Rand. The left demonizes both. But 
there are crucial differences between them. Libertarianism has deep 
fault lines.

Rand worships strength and despises vulnerability. Human weak-
ness terrifies and repels her. Old people who forget to pay their bills 
deserve what happens to them. In this, Beck is her faithful acolyte.

But modern American libertarianism began with Hayek, who 
starts with entirely different premises. He shares the left’s concern for 
the poorest members of society. It is unfair to lump him together with 
Beck and Rand. Hayek’s disagreement with the left is that he thinks that 
the way to attack poverty is not redistribution— there isn’t yet enough 
wealth in existence to give everyone a decent life— but the opportuni-
ties created by free markets. The state mustn’t block those opportuni-
ties. Any attempt to direct the economy will end in tyranny. But that 
doesn’t rule out protection from random accidents, such as fires.

More is at stake here than clarity. The right’s embrace of Rand— and 
there is a whole lot of embracing going on— reinforces the left’s suspi-
cion that any libertarian argument based on concern for the poor is a 
lie, a mask for amoral greed and selfishness. These ideas have produced 
some awful behavior. The firefighters who let the house burn are not 
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creations of socialists’ fevered imaginations. It really happened. Political 
philosophy matters.

The fundamental error of the anticapitalist left is focusing on inequal-
ity when its most pressing concern should be poverty. Effectively ad-
dressing poverty will require acceptance of substantial, undeserved 
inequality. Attacks on capitalism foolishly hurt the very people they are 
intended to help.

The fundamental error of the libertarian right is its proclivity for 
justifying inequality on the grounds that the winners in market compe-
tition are better, worthier people than the losers. Those on the bottom 
recognize the cruel stupidity of that claim and they will not endure it. 
With friends like the Randians, who praise capitalism in a way that 
makes it seem morally repellent, markets need no enemies. Neither 
of these factions recognizes that capitalism takes multiple shapes, and 
that the choice of capitalisms is necessarily a political choice.16

There is a middle path, one that captures the best commitments of 
both. Unlike Beck, Hayek does not presume that those who cannot 
pay their way in a market are sponging off their betters. He acknowl-
edges the arbitrariness and unfairness of markets. It is precisely their 
amoral tendency to maximize productivity, in unpredictable ways, 
that makes them the hope of the world. He brings to economics a 
tragic perspective that is entirely absent from Beck. Precisely because 
he sees the arbitrariness of markets, he does not rule out government 
action to protect citizens from disasters. The welfare state he defends 
is too stingy: he fears that income stabilization measures, such as So-
cial Security, are a slippery slope to socialism. He is nonetheless far 
from Rand and Beck.

Hayek is a hero for Beck and other libertarians. On the left, he is the 
bad guy who invented the ideology that let Cranick’s house burn. Both 
sides have only the dimmest idea of what he actually wrote. He is better 
than either of them.

Hayek’s forgotten middle way shows that libertarianism need not, 
and originally did not, take the reprehensible form that looms so large 
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in the imagination of the left, and that has captured the souls of so 
many on the right.

I’m writing this book for two audiences— audiences that, as it hap-
pens, fear and despise each other. I’m going to try to persuade leftists 
and libertarians that your ideals are not so far from each other as you 
believe, and that you need not be enemies.

Both positions, in their strongest forms, rely on contestable judg-
ments that are sometimes false. Each should be open to the possibility 
that the other is sometimes right. At the deepest philosophical level, 
they agree. They hate poverty and they want to make people free and 
prosperous. A moderate libertarianism— libertarianism, as it happens, 
in its original Hayekian form— can accommodate both.

Let’s pause for a moment to clarify what we’re talking about. What is 
libertarianism?

Libertarians themselves like to say that their philosophy is centrally 
concerned with human freedom: “Libertarianism is the view that each 
person has the right to live his life in any way he chooses so long as 
he respects the equal rights of others.”17 “Libertarians believe that so 
long as we do not violate others’ rights, we should each be free to live 
as we choose.”18 “The idea of libertarianism is to maximize individual 
freedom.”19 “Libertarians agree that liberty should be prized above all 
other political values.”20 The trouble with these definitions is that these 
specific beliefs are shared by many who find libertarianism repugnant. 
They leave out what’s distinctive about libertarianism. It’s like saying 
that what defines Protestantism is a belief in God.

Here’s a better description: “Government, if it has any purpose at all 
(and many libertarians doubt that it does), should be restricted to the 
protection of its citizens’ persons and property against direct violence 
and theft.”21 That claim has big policy implications: “Limited govern-
ment means a very small one, shorn of almost all of the apparatus we 
have come to take for granted during the last sixty years.”22 The free-
dom at which it aims is precisely freedom from government.

Libertarianism is committed to free markets and private property. 
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It aims to radically limit the scope and size of government. More and 
more people are drawn to it— by some accounts, as many as a third of 
voters.23 It is a powerful force in the Republican Party.

If you’re tempted by it, you need to know what you’re buying. If 
you’re not tempted, you still need to understand what your fellow citi-
zens believe, whether those beliefs make sense, and how they are shap-
ing American politics.

Libertarianism comes in different forms, with very different visions 
of human freedom. This book examines the most influential ones.24 
One version imposes strict conditions on economic regulation and 
redistribution. The other, increasingly influential, rules them out cat-
egorically, and so threatens to turn America into an oppressive plutoc-
racy in the name of liberty.

Political philosophy sounds abstract, but it is inescapable. If you 
have any political opinions, then you have a philosophy and are acting 
in accordance with it. Politics is not merely the pursuit of interests. 
Ideology matters. For example, Charles Koch, who has been funding 
libertarian causes for half a century, is often depicted as a greedy man 
hoping only to line his own pockets. This is a massive misunderstand-
ing. Koch is an idealist. (Whether his actions have been consistent 
with his ideals is another matter.) To understand and critique him, it is 
necessary to understand the creed to which he is committed. Similarly 
with former House speaker Paul Ryan’s efforts to privatize Social Secu-
rity, or the antiregulatory efforts of Donald Trump.

I became interested in libertarianism by accident. In 2010 I was in-
vited to give a presentation about recent constitutional challenges to 
Obamacare. I teach constitutional law, but I hadn’t followed that liti-
gation. So I prepared by reading the two district court cases that had 
recently declared part of the law unconstitutional.

I got upset. The reasoning was so flagrantly bad, so manifestly 
driven by the judges’ political views, that I was shocked to see such 
stuff coming out of the federal district courts.25 More decisions like that 
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followed. With only a few exceptions, judges appointed by Republicans 
accepted arguments that were inconsistent with nearly two hundred 
years of settled law.

I eventually became persuaded that the judges were in the grip of a 
philosophy that was no part of the Constitution, but which they found 
so compelling that they felt sure it had to be in there somewhere. It 
rested on a weird understanding of liberty, which conjured up a right 
previously unheard of: the right not to be compelled to pay for an un-
wanted service. If people wanted to go without insurance, it was tyran-
nical for the state to force it upon them. Government, however, provides 
myriad services, paid for by taxes without asking whether the recipients 
want them. The proposed “right” repudiated sources of economic secu-
rity that most Americans depend on. More broadly, the implication was 
anarchy. Why should anyone believe there was such a right?

As I learned more about the origins of this litigation— a story I even-
tually told in my book The Tough Luck Constitution and the Assault on 
Health Care Reform— it became clear to me that its deepest source was 
libertarian political philosophy. There were two fundamental objec-
tions to Obamacare: One was that it expanded the size of government. 
The other was that, while it concededly provided health care to millions 
who were doing without, it did so by raising taxes on prosperous people 
who had not themselves done anything wrong.

I thought both objections repellent. How could people believe 
them? And they attracted unlikely fans. In a revealing moment during 
the March 2012 Supreme Court argument over the constitutionality of 
the law, Solicitor General Donald Verrilli argued that the state legiti-
mately could compel Americans to purchase health insurance, because 
the country is obligated to pay for the uninsured when they get sick.

Justice Antonin Scalia responded: “Well, don’t obligate yourself to 
that.”26

He was saying, in effect, that there is no real obligation to care for 
sick people who cannot afford to pay for their own medical care; that any 
assumed “obligation” is really a discretionary choice. You can choose to 
obligate yourself or not.
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Verrilli replied that the Constitution did not “forbid Congress from 
taking into account this deeply embedded social norm.” Scalia didn’t 
challenge that, but he still was not satisfied. A bit later, he suggested 
that under the Constitution, “the people were left to decide whether 
they want to buy insurance or not.”27 This would mean that any feder-
ally required insurance scheme was unconstitutional. Scalia clearly did 
not mean that. But then, why was he saying these things?

The arguments against Obamacare frequently took a Manichaean 
form: interference with market processes, in order to provide health 
care to those who could not afford it, was taken to be tantamount to 
Stalinism. Laissez- faire capitalism or totalitarianism were the only 
choices that existed. Many of those who made these arguments, I dis-
covered, were entirely sincere. They massively misunderstood Obama 
and what he was trying to do. How could educated people be captured 
by such delusions?

I wanted to understand. Investigating philosophical debates in the 
law is what I do. I soon found that libertarianism comes in flavors, 
some more bitter than others.

I was not reading libertarian writers in a generous spirit. I was pre-
disposed for a fight. So I was surprised to discover that, while some of 
them were as callous as I had expected, others were animated by a deep 
humanitarian impulse, tied to powerful and persuasive arguments 
about how economies work. The thinker who most clearly reflected 
that impulse was Friedrich Hayek, the founder of the movement. He 
changed my mind about some major issues: he made the case for tol-
erating substantial inequalities of wealth better than anyone I’d read 
before (and my embrace of that position here will make many of my 
friends on the left feel betrayed). So now I faced a puzzle: How did lib-
ertarianism come to take such different forms?

That question led me to the story I’m about to tell you.
I write from a peculiar political position. On the American polit-

ical right, libertarianism competes with Christian fundamentalism 
and Trumpian racist, xenophobic nationalism. (Traditional Burkean-
ism is barely breathing.28) On the left, there is growing enthusiasm for 
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socialism, although there is considerable ambiguity about what that 
means.29 I am a pro- capitalism leftist. There exists no sustained critique 
of libertarianism from this perspective. Hence this book.

I’ve been uncomfortable with abstract libertarian slogans for a 
long time. In the field of legal studies, people are often motivated to 
develop new ideas when they perceive injustice in the world. When 
I was a law student in 1986, the Supreme Court casually dismissed 
the idea that gay people had a right to privacy in their sexual rela-
tions as “at best, facetious.”30 That made me angry. But I had a prob-
lem: I didn’t like the story that everyone on my side was telling. The 
standard defense of gay rights was simple: people should have a right 
to do whatever they want as long as they don’t violate anyone else’s 
rights. I thought it was too simple. The principle had two embarrass-
ing implications. First, it meant that the law could impose no restric-
tions on self- destructive conduct: corner stores would have to be 
allowed to sell heroin and methamphetamine. Second, it undercut all 
of antidiscrimination law, which forces people into transactions that 
they would prefer to avoid. The world was just more complicated than 
that. So I was led to defend gay rights on an entirely different basis. 
(I argued, and still think, that discrimination against gay people is a 
form of sex discrimination.31)

Here is what I have learned in my investigation of modern libertar-
ianism.

Two libertarian factions matter in modern American politics. The 
ideas of Hayek, valuing markets because they promise a better life for 
everyone, are today commonplace in the Democratic  Party— a major 
ideological shift that almost no libertarians have noticed. Capital-
ism is embraced— it was not always thus on the left, and even today 
the Marxists are full of passionate intensity— but it must be tem-
pered by regulation and redistribution. Democrats do not all accept 
that. Every Democratic president has. The Republicans once had a 
similar view, and some still do. But the Hayekians have lost ground 
to a different, more extreme libertarianism, which opposes nearly 
everything that government does. Its most important proponents 
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have been the economist Murray Rothbard, the philosopher Robert 
Nozick, and Rand.

Hayek defends capitalism because price mechanisms transmit more 
information than any central planner can possibly know. Markets, he 
thought, can generate astonishing levels of prosperity, and thus offer 
more of that prosperity to the least advantaged members of society 
than socialism could.

Hayek’s views were scandalous when he first developed them in 
the 1930s. The Great Depression had produced a broad consensus in 
America and England that capitalism had failed and that central eco-
nomic planning was necessary. Hayek’s courageous protest led him to 
be labeled a crank, and for many years he faced ridicule and indiffer-
ence. In 1974, to the surprise of many (not least himself), he won the 
Nobel Prize in Economics. In the 1980s, his ideas triumphed when his 
admirers, Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher, came to power.

It has turned out that Hayek was right. A huge range of policies that 
were once unquestioned— tariffs, subsidies for failing industries, wage 
and price controls, rent control, price supports for farm commodities— 
are now widely agreed to be counterproductive and wasteful (or at 
least, they were before Trump’s enthusiasm for protectionism).

His defense of inequality is particularly pertinent today. When busi-
nesses succeed, this signals unmet demand, and the surge in profits 
gives them the means to respond quickly to that demand. It’s very ex-
pensive to enter some markets, so monopolies will form unless some 
investors are wealthy and intrepid enough to take the risk. Even luxury 
consumption often benefits everyone: today’s new toys of the rich often 
will end up improving the lives of the masses.

In order for the worst- off members of society to prosper, some 
must be extraordinarily and undeservedly rich. Redistribution is fine, 
so long as it does not tax so severely as to destroy the accumulations of 
capital that a well- functioning market requires.32 What the poor need 
most, however, is not redistribution but economic opportunity that can 
produce enough wealth for everyone.
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This argument is distinctive because it is coldly instrumental. Of 
course the rich do not deserve their good fortune. Markets do not con-
sistently reward virtue. Businesses often prosper or fail for reasons that 
could not have been anticipated by anyone. But if you want more for 
the poor, you shouldn’t try to equalize. You should make the economy 
grow, and that means letting the rich keep quite a lot of what they have. 
(“Quite a lot” is not necessarily every penny the market gives them.)

Hayek’s strategy of removing restraints from free markets has suc-
ceeded. After the collapse of Communism and the abandonment of 
socialism by such major powers as India, the proportion of the world 
population living in desperate poverty plunged. Economic growth 
consistently helps the poor in countries that protect rights and have 
the rule of law. There the correspondence between real GDP growth 
and the income of the lowest quintile is approximately one to one.33 In 
2013, 10.7 percent of the world’s population lived on less than US$1.90 
a day, compared to 35 percent as recently as 1990.34 For the first time 
in history, more than half the world is middle class or wealthier.35 Most 
of the remaining poor live in failed states. It’s not the promised land, 
but it is better than the human race has ever seen. It is one of the most 
spectacular developments in history. It has been even more impressive 
than Hayek anticipated. The rise of the global economy has of course 
had losers, most prominently the semiskilled workers whose wages be-
came unsustainable in the face of competition from poorer countries. 
Globalization produced so much new wealth that it could have made 
them better off as well. The fact that it did not was the product of polit-
ical choices that could and should have been different.

Hayek’s view did not entail minimal government. It rather imposed 
strict conditions on intervention in the economy. He thought that reg-
ulation is appropriate to deal with what economists call “externalities,” 
side effects on third parties that aren’t reflected in prices, such as pollu-
tion. It should prohibit fraud and manipulation. It should fund public 
goods that the private sector will not adequately provide, such as roads, 
education, social services, and basic scientific research. But the state 
should act only on a clear showing of market failure.

Hayek’s libertarianism soberly assesses the advantages of a free 
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market, including the inequalities that markets engender, and de-
mands justification for any interference with the knowing choices of 
consenting adults. It views with suspicion proposals to regulate and 
subsidize. It is likewise suspicious of paternalism absent a clear show-
ing of incompetence or deceit. It redistributes in ways that minimally 
impact markets. These presumptions can be overcome with evidence. 
(In 1960, Hayek proposed the outlines of Obamacare, requiring cit-
izens to buy health insurance in the private market, with subsidies if 
they need them.)

Here again Hayek has triumphed, particularly on the moderate 
left: defenders of regulation typically presume that markets should 
be allowed to operate freely, and then try to show how markets fail 
in this or that sector of the economy and how intervention can help. 
This Hayekian view is evident in the policies of the Obama and Biden 
administrations, which demanded (here expressly following Hayek’s 
acolyte Reagan) that proposals for regulations prove that the benefits 
exceed the costs.

Rothbard and Rand (and, in a complicated way, Nozick) were romantic 
individualists. No cold Hayekian calculations for them. Their vision of 
the individual breaking free from society’s stultifying constraints broad-
ened libertarianism’s concerns from economics to ideas of personal lib-
eration. Policy calculations were secondary. Their libertarianism was 
based on rights. Instead of Hayek’s presumption against interference 
with markets, they posited an absolute bar: property is sacrosanct, and 
anything that enfeebles the state is good for freedom. Any government 
action, beyond (perhaps!) the protection of property and enforcement 
of contracts, violates human rights. The consequences of minimal gov-
ernment don’t matter.

Rothbard’s philosophy is the most influential of the three. Many 
who would not recognize his name embrace his ideas in some detail. 
He was an anarchist. He thought that whatever government does, 
including police protection, can be provided better by private busi-
nesses. Markets reward those who look after themselves. Taxation is 
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theft. He surrounded himself with young libertarian intellectuals, no-
tably Nozick, who came under Rothbard’s influence while he was still 
a student, and Randy Barnett, the mastermind of the legal challenge 
to Obamacare. He wrote for Representative Ron Paul’s newsletter, and 
Senator Rand Paul writes that Rothbard “was a great influence on my 
thinking and when I was a young man I was lucky to meet him.”36 In 
1976 Rothbard persuaded Charles Koch to create new libertarian insti-
tutions, such as the Cato Institute. The state is not likely to disappear. 
But the platform of today’s Libertarian Party mirrors Rothbard’s views 
in many ways, and the Republican Party, increasingly under Koch’s 
sway, has been moving in his direction.

Nozick is the most prominent modern libertarian philosopher. He 
thought Rothbard’s anarchism could be rebutted. But the most that 
could be justified was a minimal, laissez- faire state, which would protect 
property, enforce contracts, and do nothing else.

Ayn Rand, a less sophisticated thinker, reached the same minimal- 
state conclusions, which she defended in apocalyptic terms. Any in-
terference with markets operates to elevate “the weakling, the fool, 
the rotter, the liar, the failure, the coward, the fraud, and to exile from 
the human race the hero, the thinker, the producer, the inventor, the 
strong, the purposeful, the pure.”37 She is certainly the most widely 
read libertarian, and her influence is cited by Donald Trump, Paul 
Ryan, Gary Johnson, and many others. Her arguments matter less than 
her portrayals of good and evil in her novels: the magnificently self- 
sufficient heroes, Howard Roark in The Fountainhead and John Galt 
in Atlas Shrugged, and the despicable moochers and looters who try to 
suppress their genius.

Rothbard, Nozick, and Rand all thought that the poverty of those 
who cannot prosper in an unregulated economy is simply justice. All 
three aimed to redistribute upward— to cut social services in order to 
ease the burden of taxation on the richest citizens. None of them under-
stood markets as well as Hayek did, and all rely on philosophical prem-
ises that crumble under even brief scrutiny.

Externalities such as pollution create difficulties for them all: Rand 
never seriously addressed the problem. Rothbard thought about it a lot, 
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but his response is radically unstable, oscillating between opposite con-
clusions: either externalities must be tolerated wholesale because the 
state can’t price them, or most of modern industry must be prohibited 
because its effects trespass on property. Nozick, the most sensible of 
the three, thought that a society should “permit those polluting activ-
ities whose benefits are greater than their costs.”38 He thus approached 
agreement with Hayek, but he did not pause to consider that cost-   
benefit analysis, if it is to be done competently, requires a huge scien-
tific bureaucracy, not a minimal state. He also did not explain how this 
moderate stance could be consistent with his property absolutism.

All these philosophers, even Hayek, make the same mistake. They 
have an excessively crude understanding of their core concept: private 
property. All of them imagine it to be absolute dominion over some 
part of the world, unencumbered by affirmative duties or liability to 
taxation. Property rights have never been like this. They think they are 
defending existing property rights, but what they envision is an other-
worldly fantasy. Moreover, if the value of property is that it gives in-
dividuals independence and autonomy, then this function is nicely 
performed by streams of government- generated income, such as Social 
Security and Medicare. Abolishing those, as many libertarians propose, 
would be a disaster not only for liberty but for property as well, de-
priving millions of what they had worked for. Libertarian philosophy 
perversely threatens to destroy what it most cares about.

Libertarianism is also susceptible to abuse by predators.
Wealth in the United States is increasingly concentrated at the very 

top. In 2019, the mean income of the top 1 percent of adults was $1.4 
million, and that group had 39.6 percent of the nation’s wealth.39 Be-
tween 1983 and 2019, the top 20 percent of households received 94.9 
percent of the growth in wealth, with the top 1 percent getting 41.6 
percent of the total, and 14.9 percent going to the top one- tenth of 1 
percent.40 Between 2007 and 2019, income grew at a rate of 7 percent 
for the bottom quintile of workers, 22.6 percent for the top quintile. 
With income as with wealth, the growth is concentrated at the top of 
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the top: “Among the 600,000 or so that constitute the lower half of the 
top 1 percent, average pretax income roughly doubled between 1979 and 
2014, from $275,000 to $500,000. Among the 12,000 households that 
make up the top 0.01 percent, average income quadrupled during those 
years, from $7 million to $29 million.”41 Between 1979 and 2007, after- 
tax income grew by 275 percent for the top 1 percent of households; 65 
percent for the next 19 percent; just under 40 percent for the next 60 per-
cent; and 18 percent for the bottom 20 percent. During the same period, 
the share of total market income received by the top 1 percent of the pop-
ulation grew from about 10 percent to more than 20 percent. The share 
of the bottom 20 percent of the population fell from about 7 percent to 
about 5 percent.42 From 2002 to 2007, the top 1 percent received more 
than 65 percent of the gain in total national income.43

Income is also more unstable. Economic risk has been shifted from 
broad social insurance to workers and their families. Jobs are less se-
cure, and a college degree no longer reliably guarantees middle- class 
status.44 In any year, 10 to 20 percent of Americans will experience a 25 
percent drop in income, and about a third of these do not recover their 
prior level even a decade later.45

Some of the growth at the top is the legitimate effect of the new 
opportunities created by accelerating technological change and the ex-
pansion of the world economy into formerly socialist countries. The 
astounding wealth of Steve Jobs and Bill Gates is a small fraction of the 
value they created (though this fact should not immunize them from 
some redistributive taxation). Billionaires capture about 2 percent of 
the value that their innovation produces.46

The inequality is also in part the result of free trade with low- wage 
countries, which helped break American labor unions. Had public pol-
icy kept those unions strong, the downward pressure on wages could 
have been resisted in various ways.47

Much of the new inequality, however, is not the effect of competi-
tive markets but of a crony capitalism in which large corporations and 
banks have used their power to skew the rules in order to redistribute 
wealth upward, toward themselves. Liberals and libertarians ought to 
be able to join forces against this.48 That, however, demands that we not 
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treat the present distribution of wealth as neutral and natural. Liber-
tarian rhetoric has been deployed to justify artificial monopolies, and 
even to expand them. The most flagrant case is the law of copyright 
and patent, where the notion of “intellectual property” has produced 
an enormous expansion of monopoly and censorship under the guise 
of protecting property rights.49

Large, sophisticated actors can exploit and hurt people in plenty of 
ways if the state doesn’t intervene. They can destroy the environment 
and heat up the planet, as the coal and petroleum industries do. They 
can parasitize sick people and drive up the cost of medical care, as the 
health care industry does. They can risk another bust on the scale of 
2008, as the financial industry does. They can manipulate and deceive 
employees and consumers with exorbitant and deceptive home loan 
and credit card schemes, and contracts that nullify legal remedies. Such 
pests are likely to be hostile to regulation, and so they piously recite 
ideas of small government.

The most important of these bandits is the fossil fuel industry, 
which has deployed libertarian language to make the Republican Party 
the only major political party in the world that denies climate change 
science. This license to profit by hurting people and destroying their 
property betrays the most basic commitments of even Randian liber-
tarianism.

If the minimal prohibitions of force and fraud were made effective, 
inequality, to the extent that it is the product of this kind of robbery, 
would at least be ameliorated. That is, however, a reason for these 
leeches to try to make sure that these rules are not enforced, at least not 
against themselves.

Hostility to government also has crippled public services that cap-
italism needs. In the name of freedom, roads and bridges deteriorate, 
funding for medical research disappears, science is starved. America’s 
pandemic response capability, disastrously gutted in the early Trump 
years, is another example. The enfeeblement of the state is self- defeating 
even from the selfish standpoint of business, which depends on func-
tioning infrastructure.

It is curious that this philosophy has captured the imagination of 
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so many billionaires, whom Koch has gathered into a powerful fund-
raising network. Once more, greed can’t explain its appeal for so many 
of America’s superrich. In most times and places, wealthy elites are 
conservative in the old- fashioned sense: they fear change and want to 
keep society operating along traditional lines. Social welfare programs 
are a conservative strategy: they were invented by Otto von Bismarck 
in nineteenth- century Germany to pacify the working classes. But in 
America, Bismarck would be on the marginalized centrist wing of the 
Republican Party, which has become the party of upheaval and revolu-
tion. Today’s recklessness is evident in the crusade against Obamacare. 
You need to embrace a mighty tough libertarianism in order to cheer-
fully strive to take health care away from millions of people.50

The most consequential effect of libertarianism, under Koch’s lead-
ership, has been the spread of climate change denial and the effective 
blocking of any coordinated effort to address the greatest danger that 
the human race has faced in many millennia.

If the hollowing out of the state allows economic behemoths to do 
whatever they like, then what libertarianism licenses, in the garb of 
liberty, is crass predation and the creation of a new aristocracy. The 
hamstringing of environmental regulation empowers a small group of 
industrialists to impose massive costs on the rest of humanity. This is 
just a different kind of mooching and looting. It is a new road to serf-
dom. It reinforces the prejudices of those on the left who repudiate cap-
italism. The libertarians who embrace it, thinking that they are thereby 
promoting freedom, are useful idiots, like the idealistic leftists of the 
1930s whose hatred of poverty and racism led them to embrace Stalin. 
John Galt is a sap.

Even in its most attractive form, libertarianism is an inadequate po-
litical philosophy. Rights depend on a culture, institutions, even indi-
vidual personalities, that sustain them. In order to be free to live the 
lives they want, people need more than a minimal state. Libertarianism 
points beyond itself.

Freedom is not the absence of government. It is the capacity of 
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people to shape their own lives. Libertarianism is at its core a protest 
against the massive apparatus of regulation and redistribution that 
arose in the twentieth century. That apparatus has done a lot of stupid 
things, but without it we would be less free.

The philosopher to whom modern libertarians are most deeply in-
debted is John Locke, who developed the classic defense of liberty and 
property in the seventeenth century, and whose views influenced the 
nation’s founders. Locke aims to bring about a world in which human 
effort is likely to be rewarded: “God gave the World . . .  to the use of the 
Industrious and Rational, (and Labour was to be his Title to it;) not to 
the Fancy or Covetousness of the Quarrelsom and Contentious.”51 Lib-
ertarians misread Locke when they claim that America’s foundational 
commitments entail absolute property rights, which in turn limit or 
even bar taxation.

The twentieth- century philosopher John Rawls, whom many liber-
tarians regard as their bitterest adversary, argued persuasively that in 
a fair social contract, such as Locke contemplated, inequalities must 
somehow benefit the least advantaged members of society. If state au-
thority is not to be mere brute force, those on the bottom need a reason 
to support the rules that put them there. Rawls did not fully appreciate 
the virtues of capitalism, but he was right that its systemic effects mat-
ter. Hayek had something important to add to this conversation: he 
showed that free markets with their attendant inequalities can go a long 
way toward satisfying Rawls’s principle. Economic growth will do more 
for the poor than redistribution can.52

Of course, there will always be people who cannot possibly provide 
for themselves in a market: the old, the sick, the orphaned. Hayek saw 
no principled objection to a state- funded minimal income. That is one 
difference between him and the other libertarians. Rothbard regarded 
property rights as so absolute that one may have an obligation to die of 
starvation rather than violate them. Rawls’s powerful response is that 
no one could reasonably agree to such brutal terms of social coopera-
tion.

The inadequacy of the libertarian account of freedom is revealed, 
in a different way, by two fields of regulation that it cannot account for, 
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the ones that bothered me when I was a law student: addictive drugs 
and discrimination. An autonomous life requires a certain degree of 
self- control. Unrestricted availability of heroin, cocaine, fentanyl, and 
methamphetamine would destroy many people’s lives. Those people 
are freer today because the law has kept them from learning how much 
they would like those drugs. (This is not to endorse contemporary 
America’s vicious and counterproductive antidrug policies.)

Discrimination, when it is pervasive, frustrates the Lockean aspi-
ration in a different way: effort is not rewarded when ambition is ob-
structed on the basis of race or sex or other arbitrary categories. People 
do not have a fair range of opportunities when the dominant culture 
consigns them to subordinate status the day they are born. This hap-
pens all over the world, wherever one tribe has conquered another: 
Dalits in India, Catholics in Northern Ireland, on and on. Antidiscrim-
ination law appears to be an unavoidable aspect of a decently func-
tioning modern capitalist system. These two cases show that genuine 
freedom requires both internal and external preconditions. Neither is 
delivered by a minimal state.

The Lockean aspiration is also thwarted if the world is so open 
to upheaval by market forces that it is impossible to plan a life. Even 
Hayekian libertarianism, the most reasonable of the variants, calls into 
existence a world too unstable and destructive for most people to en-
dure without protest. Its operation will unleash, indeed is unleashing, 
forces that endanger both democracy and free markets. Libertarianism 
has no language to cope with those forces.

Libertarianism is at best a useful corrective to a political left that 
does not grasp the virtues of capitalism. Liberalism will be more at-
tractive if it incorporates Hayek’s insights. A few academic political 
philosophers understand this, and have been developing an attractive 
synthesis of Rawls and Hayek.53 This book draws freely on their argu-
ments. But their work is mostly unknown outside the universities. The 
result is that the moderate wing of the Democratic Party, instantiated 
by the presidencies of Bill Clinton, Barack Obama, and Joe Biden, does 
not know the best justification for what it has been doing.

I said at the outset that you probably have a political philosophy. 
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Everyone with political opinions does. A philosophy is implicit in 
Donald Trump’s crude nationalism. You ought to be a libertarian— of a 
certain kind, and only up to a point. This book is not only a critical de-
scription of libertarianism. It aims to marry what is best about libertar-
ianism with the agenda of the left. It proposes to harness the enormous 
productive energies of capitalism for the benefit of everyone, not just 
those who succeed in the market.

Chapter 1 explains Hayek’s libertarianism. Chapter 2 turns to the 
question of rights, which Hayek neglected; it considers Locke’s phi-
losophy and Rawls’s critique. Chapter 3 critically examines Rothbard, 
Nozick, and Rand. Chapter 4 addresses paternalism, focusing on drug 
policy and consumer protection. Chapter 5 takes up antidiscrimina-
tion law. Chapter 6 assesses libertarianism’s impact on American poli-
tics, showing how Hayek’s thoughtful defense of free markets has been 
corrupted into a tool of looters and moochers.
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R
obert Nozick’s Anarchy, State, and Utopia (1974) is the most important scholarly

work of libertarian philosophy.  Published just three years after John Rawls’s A

Theory of Justice, it appeared at an opportune political moment.  It immediately

became the most prominent foil to Rawls, who was widely understood to offer a social contract

theory that justi�ed a redistributive welfare state.  Nozick’s book is beautifully written and fun

to read.  (A lot more fun than Rawls’s dry-as-dust prose.)  Its style is exciting and digressive,

constantly darting off on interesting tangents.  Nozick must have been marvelous in the

classroom.

It is not generally understood how much Nozick owes to a far lesser-known thinker, Murray

Rothbard.  Tracing that connection, and particularly Nozick’s attempted deployment of Kant to

shore up the holes in Rothbard’s philosophy, reveals that Anarchy, State, and Utopia is

massively overrated, its claims unsalvageable.

Nozick was a social democrat when he began graduate study in philosophy at Princeton in

1959.  A fellow student introduced him to libertarianism, and one evening brought him to one

of the many discussion sessions in Rothbard’s Manhattan apartment.[i]  The encounter made a

huge impression, and continued to shape Nozick’s work after he joined the Harvard philosophy

department.

The core moral principle upon which Rothbard founds his philosophy is nonaggression: “no man

or group of men may aggress against the person or property of anyone else.”[ii]  If one combines

this with a right to private property, one can logically infer “the right of free exchange and free
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contract . . . the right of bequest, and . . . the entire property rights structure of the market

economy.”[iii]

The nonaggression principle entails anarchy.  States use force to impose taxes.  The use of force

to seize property is barred by the principle.  It’s that simple.  “Taxation is Robbery.”[iv]

Why believe in the principle?  Rothbard posits that “each man may only live and prosper as he

exercises his natural freedom of choice, adopts values, learns how to achieve them, etc.”[v] 

(This is not universally true; some people are coddled by others all their lives and like it.)  From

this he infers that “if someone aggresses against him to change his freely-selected course, this

violates his nature; it violates the way he must function.”[vi]

That doesn’t sound nice, but it’s not clear why it would be categorically wrong.  My natural

freedom of choice is blocked when I’m not allowed to drive through a red light, but coercive

enforcement of traf�c laws might, on the whole, facilitate my capacity to live as I like.  Coercion

always needs justi�cation, but that doesn’t mean that the justi�cation will never be

forthcoming.  Rothbard has a few other justi�cations for the nonaggression principle, but they

are no better.[vii]

Anarchy, State, and Utopia is in large part an attempt to stipulate Rothbard’s premises and then

avoid his anarchistic conclusions, by showing how a (minimal!) state can be justi�ed on

Rothbard’s terms.  It is best read as an extended footnote to Rothbard.  As such, it is a complex,

fascinating �op.  Nozick’s argument fails on multiple levels: it does not rehabilitate the

inadequately defended nonaggression principle, it does not refute the anarchist inference from

that principle, and (as we saw in Chapter Two) it does not justify its conception of property.

Nozick evidently saw the problem with Rothbard’s efforts to justify the nonaggression

principle, because he started from scratch with an entirely different foundation.  He proposed

to base the principle on Immanuel Kant’s dictum that people should always be treated as ends
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in themselves, never as mere means.  From the Kantian premise that “there are different

individuals with separate lives and so no one may be sacri�ced for others,” Nozick infers a

“constraint that prohibits aggression against another.”[viii]

Paraphrasing Rothbard without attribution, Nozick addresses the hypothesis that taxation,

even to support minimal police protection, arguably violates rights:  “when the state threatens

someone with punishment if he does not contribute to the protection of another, it violates

(and its of�cials violate) his rights.”[ix]  Taxation, Nozick thinks, is a kind of forced labor,

compelling citizens to work for the state.

Thus far, as in Rothbard, the implication appears to be anarchism.  Nozick, however, thinks that

he can show that a legitimate state could arise without violating anyone’s rights.

Recall that Rothbard thinks that in conditions of anarchy, people would voluntarily form mutual

protection associations that guard the members’ persons and property.  Nozick proposes that a

state could evolve out of this world of protective associations.  He doesn’t try to defend

Rothbard’s optimism about anarchy.  Instead, he aims to show that Rothbard’s world leads to a

minimal state:

If one could show that the state would be superior even to this most favored situation of

anarchy, the best that realistically can be hoped for, or would arise by a process involving no

morally impermissible steps or would be an improvement if it arose, this would provide a

rationale for the state’s existence; it would justify the state.[x]

To summarize a complex set of steps very brie�y, one of those associations is likely to

eventually dominate the others, because people will rationally �ock to the biggest and most

powerful such association.  That association however cannot guarantee its members the

promised security if there are some hard-to-identify nonmembers interspersed among the

population.  Thus it must forcibly bring them into the association, but must compensate them

by providing them with protection as well.
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Protection is, however, all that the state is authorized to provide.  It “may not use its coercive

apparatus for the purpose of getting some citizens to aid others.”[xi]  Redistribution, even to

prevent starvation, is categorically prohibited.

Rothbard promptly responded.  Nozick, he observed, did not deny that compelling people to

join the state and pay taxes violates the nonaggression principle.  Compensation does not make

this acceptable.  Violations of rights are not excused when the transgressor is willing to pay for

his fun.  (Rothbard’s response is structurally identical to the Republican complaint against

Obamacare – you can’t force someone to buy an unwanted product – but it was better

reasoned than that complaint, because it was a sound inference from the nonaggression

principle.  That principle is obviously not part of the U.S. Constitution, which was enacted to

prevent rather than to produce anarchy.[xii])  So Nozick has not refuted Rothbard’s claim that

the nonaggression principle entails anarchism.  Anyway, absent a market to set prices, there is

no way to determine what the compensation for nonmembers should be.[xiii]  There are many

criticisms of Nozick, but this most devastating one is not well known, because political

philosophers are unfamiliar with Rothbard and tend not to see how much Nozick depends on

Rothbard’s implausible premises, or how unpersuasive are his inferences from those premises.

A deeper problem, if libertarianism relies on a Kantian foundation, is that Kant’s moral theory

doesn’t support the nonaggression principle or anarchism.  Nozick is hardly the �rst

philosopher to try to work out a Kantian political philosophy.  Someone else got there �rst.  His

name was Immanuel Kant.  Kant reached the opposite conclusion: it was anarchy that failed to

treat people with dignity.

Kant was a social contract theorist.  Unlike Locke, however, he did not think that the social

contract was based on the interests of the contractors.  It was based on their moral

duties. Kant’s core commitment is that people have an obligation to treat one another with

respect – as ends in themselves rather than as mere means.  Kant thought that this is

impossible in conditions of anarchy.  If I claim any rights that can coercively be enforced, I have

to point to some shared source of authority.
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Even if I succeed in enforcing my rights, unless there is some source of law outside my own will,

this is mere brute force.  If I’m going to claim a right, then I’ve already assumed that people can

have rights – that it’s possible for others to have rights against me.  Christine Korsgaard

explains: “It is a duty of justice to live in political society.  That is to say, others have the right to

require this of you, because that is the form that their authority to enforce their own rights

takes.”[xiv]  If rights are going to be enforceable, then there must be some authority with the

competence to enforce them.  “[J]ustice, which is the condition in which we have guaranteed

one another our rights, exists only where there is government.”[xv]  People in a state of anarchy

thus have an obligation to form a government and thereby bring themselves under the sway of

law.

There are, of course, many unjust governments.  Kant agreed with Rothbard about that.  But

Kant thought that since no perfectly just government is possible, we have an obligation to treat

existing governments as though they were legitimate. (Kantians have since pointed out that this

won’t justify obedience to a state that attacks the very idea of human dignity, as Nazi Germany

or antebellum slaveholding America did.)  Similarly with property claims.  Respectful relations

are impossible unless people have secure property titles.  Therefore, absent convincing

evidence to the contrary, we should treat what people have now as their property.  The precise

contours of property rights – and the appropriate level and objects of taxation – are

appropriately left to the state to determine.  So the state is entitled to the aggressive behaviors

that trouble Rothbard, such as the coercive collection of taxes.

The state does not, however, have unlimited discretion to craft property rights in any way it

likes.  Certain arrangements are barred by the logic of Kantian respect.  One of the prohibited

speci�cations is the absolute property rights that Nozick advocates, because they jeopardize

the liberty that property rights are supposed to protect.  It is impermissible for the state to

create a system of property rights that leave some people utterly at the mercy of the will of

others for their survival.  One could not consent to such relations of domination, any more than

one could consent to slavery.   Property exists for the sake of liberty.  Liberty does not exist for

the sake of property.
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Kant thus thought that government is “authorized to constrain the wealthy to provide the

means of sustenance to those who are unable to provide for even their most necessary natural

needs.”[xvi]  Kant does what Nozick thinks cannot be done: he can “accept the strongly put root

idea about the separateness of individuals and yet claim that initiating aggression [by collecting

taxes] is compatible with this root idea.”[xvii]  If one wants a more detailed account of what

kinds of property rights are just, then one must consider what terms of social cooperation

would be agreed to under fair bargaining conditions.  That means that the least well off must

have a reason to embrace the property relations that result.  It takes us where Nozick doesn’t

want to go, and where libertarians hate to go: back to Rawls.
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